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I am a community pharmacist who has been working in the pharmacy industry since 2003. 

Back in the day, pharmacists enjoyed a reasonable pay package, which included holiday and sick 
leaves etc. even in urban areas.  

Now a days, pharmacists work under more pressure, their pay is way less than that of 2003, and 
hardly ever have any entitlements like holiday pay.  

So, what has changed since 2003? 

1- Chemist warehouse had since started- offering very cheap medicine (no doubt on the account of 
pharmacy staff pay). In this regard, I strongly suggest that pharmacies are required to charge general 
patients a set price for ALL PBS medicines, which is the same as the PBS price plus a set reasonable 
dispensing fee. And no discount allowed on concession scripts or general/private scripts what so 
ever. At the same time pharmacists' wages increase to reflect their expertise and level of 
professional responsibility that pharmacists are afforded. This measure will also have the advantage 
of people choosing the chemist that provides better services..  

2- there is now more pharmacists and pharmacy graduates than ever. In this regard may I suggest 
that the seats available for new pharmacy students are dedicated to different future roles according 
to certain criteria, so that X number of those students can ONLY work in remote areas for 5 years 
after graduating from pharmacy schools. Example, 15% of pharmacy schools new offers/seats go to 
those candidates who agree to work only in remote/regional areas for the first 5 years after 
graduating. In return, they get less strict entry/approval criteria when apply to study pharmacy. 
Then, having less graduates of course. It is a disaster to allow people to study pharmacy when there 
is not enough jobs for them. Please note that allowing those graduates to open more and more 
pharmacies will NEVER be a good option simply because abolishing pharmacy location rules will add 
more and more uncertainty to the already existing uncertainty in the pharmacy profession. 

3- government reforms and price disclosure. In this regard, please let frankly say that it's absolutely 
unfair to fund new treatments (like new cancer and the new hepatitis C treatments) which cost 
billions of dollars every year without a significant increase in the PBS budget. No one has ever said 
that funding those new treatments is not important, of course it is important! But when the 
government decide to fund those new meds which cost billions each year without an increase in 
health budget, it simply means that the money is unfairly taken from someone else. Pharmacy 
remuneration in Australia has always relied heavily on generic and supplier discounts. Price 
disclosure is designed to capture those discounts fully rather than passing them over to pharmacies. 
So if you want to fund new treatments, do NOT take all that money from pharmacies. Go to the 
public and increase tax slightly on acceptable percentages to ALL tax payers. What's happened in 
recent years is that the government is spending the same amount on PBS (or with very slight 
increase) but add new treatments that cost billions. Clearly that money has come from somewhere, 
someone (eg. pharmacy owners) is (are) paying for it while other tax payers are enjoying tax cuts!! 
How is that fair???  

Thank you. 

Regards, 
Pharmacist 


